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Résumé : Les techniques d’analyse de pire temps d’exécution (WCET) ont atteint une très
bonne précision dans l’analyse de programmes séquentiels s’exécutant sur architectures monopro-
cesseurs. Dans cet article, nous étendons une technique récente d’analyse WCET et l’outil associé
pour permettre de calculer des estimations précises du temps de réponse (WCRT) d’applications
parallèles non-préemptives s’exécutant sur des plates-formes multi-coeurs. La technique proposée
est intégrée dans le sens où elle calcule en même temps les estimations WCET des fragments de
code séquentiel et le WCRT global. L’utilisation de cette methode produit des estimations plus
précises que les approches découplées plus classiques où le calcul du WCRT est réalisé à partir
de valeurs WCET précalculées séparément pour chacun des fragments de code séquentiel. Sur 2
exemples d’applications de contrôle embarqué notre technique d’analyse améliore les estimations
WCRT de 21% en moyenne.
Mots-clés : WCET, WCRT, analyse d’ordonnançabilité, système sur puce
Integrated Worst-Case Response Time Evaluation of
Multicore Non-Preemptive Applications
Abstract: Worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis has reached a high level of precision in
the analysis of sequential programs executing on single-processor targets. In this paper we extend
a state-of-the-art WCET analysis algorithm and tool to allow the computation of tight estimates
of the worst-case response time (WCRTs) of parallel non-preemptive applications running on
multicore platforms. The proposed technique is termed integrated in the sense it estimates jointly
WCETs and WCRTs. We demonstrate that using such an integrated approach allows to obtain
tighter response times than the more classical decoupled approaches, that compute WCRTs based
on the composition of WCETs estimated on code portions considered in isolation. We show that
the proposed approach outperforms a baseline integrated WCRT estimation approach on two
embedded control applications, by 21% in average.
Key-words: WCET, WCRT, schedulability analysis, network-on-chip, system-on-chip
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1 Introduction
Multi-core systems are becoming prevalent in both general purpose systems and embedded
systems. Their adoption is driven by scalable performance (speed, power, etc.) arguments, but
this scalability comes at the price of increased software complexity. Indeed, multi-core systems run
parallel software involving potentially complex synchronizations between the sequential programs
executed on the various cores. To ease the temporal validation of real-time multi-core systems,
we address in this paper the issue of evaluating the worst-case response time (WCRT) of parallel
applications. We focus on the case of non-preemptive, statically scheduled code.
Worst-case response time (WCRT) estimation consists in providing safe upper bounds for
the real-time duration between the trigger and the termination of some finite computation.
The worst-case bounds are derived through static analysis techniques applied on a model of both
hardware and software of the system. The fundamental trade-off in WCRT estimation is between
model precision, computational tractability of the analysis, and generality of the technique in
terms of the class of systems where it applies. Two main classes of techniques, usually applied
sequentially, contribute to this trade-off :
– WCET (Worst-case execution time) estimation, which works on sequential programs,
– WCRT estimation, that use WCET values as inputs.
WCET analysis emphasizes the importance of hardware micro-architecture. Indeed, in its
double quest for execution speed and simplicity of the programming model, modern hardware
architectures include user-transparent performance enhancing features such as pipelining, ca-
cheing and arbitrated access to shared resources. The presence of these architectural elements
significantly impacts execution time and complicates WCET estimation. Limiting generality to
sequential code running on mono-processors (the classical form of WCET analysis) and selec-
ting moderately complex hardware allows the preservation of computational tractability while
the hardware micro-architecture is precisely modeled. This allows the computation of very tight
execution time bounds.
WCRT analysis emphasizes the system-level complexity, by taking into account aspects such
as the distribution of computations, task communication/synchronization, and interaction with
the environment. The objective here is usually to provide execution time bounds on execution
flows involving several tasks, possibly running on multiple processors, and their communications
and synchronizations.
To limit computational complexity of WCRT analysis, hardware and software are usually
represented in much less detail than in WCET estimation techniques. Typical objects at this
level are sequential tasks with a simple read-compute-write execution model and characterized
by large-grain functional and non-functional properties, such as : inputs and outputs, worst-case
duration, period, execution conditions.
Ensuring the safety of the bounds computed through WCRT analysis necessarily relies on the
safety of this large-grain characterization. One aspect here is the correctness of the quantitative
characterization. For instance, durations must be computed through a WCET analysis of the
task code (which takes into account micro-architectural details).
WCRT techniques are available either as stand-alone tools [1], or included in oﬄine allocation
and scheduling tools [2].
Contribution Isolating micro-architecture and system-level timing analysis has advantages,
such as a reduction in the complexity of each phase, and a clear separation of concerns between
system-level aspects, driven by WCRT estimation, and task-level aspects, driven by WCET
estimation.
However, the major drawback of this isolation is a loss in precision which can be significant.
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To consider only one aspect, micro-architectural analysis information (e.g. cache information) is
lost at the frontier between tasks. This implies that to be safe, the analysis of each task must
start from an undetermined micro-architecture state, which may result in overestimated WCETs,
and consequently on pessimistic WCRTs.
The contribution of this paper is an integrated WCRT analysis approach that handles jointly
the task-level and system-level information. This is achieved by extending a state-of-the-art
WCET estimation technique and tool to manage system-level information. Such a holistic ap-
proach is made possible by the use of deterministic and composable software and hardware ar-
chitectures (multi-cores without cache sharing, off-line scheduling) as detailed later in this paper.
We demonstrate the interest of the approach using an adaptive differential pulse-code modula-
tion (adpcm) encoder where the integrated approach provides significantly tighter response time
estimations than the more classical decoupled approaches.
Paper organization The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is briefly
surveyed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the task model and defines more formally what is meant
by worst-case response time. Section 4 details and motivates the class of multi-core architectures
considered in this study. Section 5 defines our WCRT estimation method. Experimental results
are given in Section 6. We conclude and discuss future work in Section 7.
2 Related work
Much research effort has been spent in the past in estimating Worst-Case Execution Times
(WCETs) and Worst-Case Response Times (WCRTs).
Research on WCET estimation has mainly targeted software running on single-core archi-
tectures (see [3] for a survey of methods and tools). A lot of effort has been put on so-called
low-level analysis, allowing architectures with caches and in-order pipelines to be analyzed preci-
sely. The research presented in this paper is not a new WCET estimation technique, but rather
takes benefit of state-of-the-art low level analysis to produce tight WCRT estimates of parallel
applications.
Many WCRT estimation methods estimate end-to-end response times of distributed applica-
tions communicating using message passing[4, 5] on multiprocessor systems [6, 7]. To our best
knowledge, all these methods can be qualified as decoupled , in the sense that they use as input
WCET estimations of code snippets (computed before the WCRT analysis). By comparison, we
argue that an integrated analysis that computes WCETs and WCRTs altogether allows to pro-
duce tighter WCRTs than a decoupled approach, because it allows effects between code portions,
like for instance cache effects, to be captured accurately.
The research we found to be closer to our approach is described in [8, 9, 1].
Paper [8] is devoted to WCET estimation of a parallel application running on a predic-
table multi-core architecture. Similarly to our work, emphasis is put on predictability of the
hardware and software architectures (Merasa predictable multicore architecture at the hardware
level, statically-defined synchronizations and communications at the software level). However, in
contrast to [8] that provides formulas to combine WCETs of code snippets to obtain the WCET
of the parallel application, in our work the application is analyzed as a whole. As a consequence,
we are able to exploit knowledge of the hardware state between code snippets and thus can
provide tighter estimations, especially for fine-grain parallelism.
In [9], a method to determine residual cache states after a task execution in mono-core plat-
forms, is provided. The method allows to obtain tighter WCETs in case of repetitive task execu-
tions. Using our method, we obtain the same benefits, but without needing a specific analysis.
Inria
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This benefit comes as a side product of our method because WCRT computation is integrated
into a WCET estimation tool.
Paper [1] proposes an ILP formulation for WCRT computation of parallel applications running
on multi-core systems. The method computes the application WCRT given a task mapping,
architecture and scheduling policy, with contentions when accessing shared resources. Unlike [1],
we currently rule out resource contentions, that is left for future work. However, contrary to
[1], our analysis of the hardware is expected to be tighter because of our integrated approach,
through the integration of WCRT computation into a WCET analysis tool.
3 Task model and problem formulation
void core1 ( ) {
int tqmf [ 2 4 ] ;
long xa , xb , e l ; int xin1 , xin2 ;
long de c i s_ l ev l ;
// The code of the core i s
// an i n f i n i t e loop
for ( ; ; ) {
// Computation phase 1
xa = 0 ; xb = 0 ;
for ( i =0; i <12; i++) {
// I t e r a t e s 12 times
xa += ( long ) tqmf [ 2∗ i ] ∗ h [ 2∗ i ] ;
xb += ( long ) tqmf [ 2∗ i +1]∗h [ 2∗ i +1] ;
}
// Send the r e s u l t s to core 2
send ( channel1 , ( int ) ( ( xa+xb)>>15)) ; −−−−
// Read inputs
xin1 = read_input ( ) ;
xin2 = read_input ( ) ;
// Computation phase 2
for ( i =23; i >=2; i−−) {
// I t e r a t e s 22 times
tqmf [ i ]=tqmf [ i −2] ;
}
tqmf [ 1 ] = xin1 ; tqmf [ 0 ] = xin2 ;
// Receive data from core2
de c i s_ l ev l = r e c e i v e ( channel2 ) ; <−−−−−
write_output ( d e c i s_ l ev l ) ;
}
}
// Constant data
const int de c i s_ l ev l [ 3 0 ] ;
int core2 ( ) {
int q , e l ;
// The code of the core i s
// an i n f i n i t e loop
for ( ; ; ) {
// Receive data from core1
−−> e l = r e c e i v e ( channel1 ) ;
// Computation phase 1
e l = ( e l >=0)? e l :(− e l ) ;
for (q = 0 ; q < 30 ; q++) {
// I t e r a t e s 30 times
i f ( e l <= dec i s_ l ev l [ q ] )
break ;
}
// Send r e su l t to core1
−−− send ( channel2 , q ) ;
}
}
Figure 1 – Toy illustrating example : Code snippets of a parallel version of the adpcm benchmark
from the Mälardalen WCET benchmark suite [10]
3.1 Task model
The simplest embedded control systems running on mono-processor architectures follow a so-
called simple control loop paradigm. In such systems, the software is simply a loop whose body
is the sequence of calls to the various input sampling, processing, and actuation functions/tasks.
Scheduling (i.e. order of the sequence of calls) is non-preemptive and fixed in an off-line fashion.
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In this paper, we consider the multi-processor equivalent of simple control loops. More
precisely, we consider systems where each processor/core executes a simple control loop. We
shall denote with τi the program that forms the body of the loop executed by processor/core
CPUi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Tasks τi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n can communicate with each other through a set of message-
passing channels C = {c1, . . . , cm} which are bounded FIFO buffers that do not loose, duplicate,
or corrupt messages. Communication is done using send and receive primitives that can be used
at any known position in the programs τi. The two primitives are blocking (send on full channel,
receive on empty channel), which means that channels can be used for synchronization.
For the scope of this paper, we make the following assumptions concerning the channels :
– Each channel connects exactly two processors (one sender and one receiver).
– Task τi contains a single send or receive primitive call for each channel connected to CPUi.
– Each channel allows the storage of only one message.
No assumption is made on how the message passing channels are implemented on the execution
platform. For instance, the execution platform we used for experimentation implements the
message passing primitives over a distributed shared memory physical architecture.
Finally, for the definition of our analysis technique, we make the following assumption concer-
ning scheduling : We assume that the loops of the various processors/cores advance in lockstep,
meaning that iteration m of τi starts at the same date on all processors/cores. This can be ensu-
red using channel-based synchronization. Note that this hypothesis means that system execution
features system-wide iterations involving all CPUs and with a defined start date.
3.2 Illustrating example
An illustrating toy application, that will be used all along the paper, is depicted in Figure 1.
The application is a portion of a bi-processor parallel version of the adpcm (adaptive pulse code
modulation algorithm) from the Mälardalen WCET benchmark suite [10]. We emphasized with
arrows the two send/receive pairs associated with channel1 and channel2 respectively.
3.3 WCRT estimation problem formulation
Assuming the previously-defined task model, the worst-case response time analysis problem
we solve in this paper is the following.
Definition 1 (WCRT problem formulation) Compute the worst-case duration of an itera-
tion of the system, from start to the start of the next iteration.
To allow timing analysis, we shall assume that each program τi, considered in isolation,
satisfies the classical requirements allowing WCET analysis. In particular, all loops it contains
(except the main loop of each task, that is by definition infinite) have statically bounded numbers
of iterations. We also assume that inter-task communications is free of deadlocks by construction.
4 Execution platform
In the context of multi-processor systems, we believe that obtaining precise timing information
is only possible if the hardware meets some basic assumptions ensuring that timing interference
during concurrent access to shared resources can be tightly bounded. By shared resource we
mean here all components of the hardware system that may introduce functional and temporal
interferences between components. The shared resources we consider in our work are the memory
subsystem, the buses and networks (including I/O), DMA controllers, and the synchronization
subsystem.
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. . .
TDM memory
controller
CPU&
Cache
CPU&
Cache
CPU&
Cache
CPU&
Cache
. . .
Single-bank RAM
(b)(a)
. . .
Bus (asynchronous, time-triggered)
Network (on-chip, off-chip)
Computing
Cluster
Computing
Cluster
(c)
Multi-bank RAM
Figure 2 – Examples of execution platforms allowing simple contention avoidance : (a) Shared
multi-bank RAM (, (b) Shared single-bank RAM with TDMA arbiter, (c) Distributed, NUMA,
or network-on-chip architecture (computing cluster = a or b).
Multi-processor systems with shared caches, although amenable to WCET estimation [11, 12],
may yield pessimistic WCET estimates, because the state of these caches becomes difficult to
approximate in the presence of concurrent requests. Our choice is to consider architectures where
each processor has its own cache subsystem, independent from the ones of other processors. This
general hypothesis covers caches with partitioning mechanisms, but in the experimental section
of this paper we only consider cores with private L1 instruction and data caches, and no other
caches.
For the scope of this paper, we make the following assumptions concerning the caches :
– Each core has separate and private instruction and data caches. We consider such architec-
tures because separate caches are analyzable more precisely than unified caches by WCET
estimation techniques.
– All caches have a Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy. LRU is assumed because
it was shown to be the most predictable cache replacement policy [13].
Aside from shared caches, another significant source of WCET estimation imprecision is
the presence of shared memory banks and shared communication busses. Our choice here is to
consider architectures where the duration of all memory accesses and data transmissions can be
precisely determined. As pictured in Fig. 2, the timing precision can be ensured :
– Fully by hardware mechanisms, for instance through the use of time division (TDM) me-
mory controllers.
– Through a mix of software and hardware mechanisms. In these cases, software and/or hard-
ware synchronization mechanisms (semaphores, locks) are used to guarantee the absence
of contentions due to access to RAM banks or communication lines.
In this paper we consider architectures of the second type, as this case covers classical distributed
bus-based architectures, shared memory architectures featuring multiple RAM banks, but also
mixes of the two, such as the Network-on-Chip (NoC) based architectures proposed by various
vendors [14, 15]. In particular, our NoC-based experimentation platform falls in this last case,
and the aforementioned synchronization mechanisms are also used to control access to DMA
controllers.
5 WCRT computation
Our approach to WCRT computation consists in extending a state-of-the-art WCET estima-
tion method to compute WCRTs of parallel applications. The state-of-the-art WCET estimation
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core1_body
N1
N3
N2
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
loop[12]
loop[22]
(a) CFG of the loop body of core1
// Start constraint
x1 = 1
// Structural constraints
x1 = x1,2
x2 = x1,2 + x2,3 = x2,3 + x2,4
x3 = x2,3 = x3,2
x4 = x2,4 = x4,5
...
// Loop bound constraints
x3 ≤ 12
x7 ≤ 22
// Cache-induced constraints
x1 = x
f
1
+ xn1
x
f
1
≤ 1
...
// WCET expression
maximize(xf
1
∗ 10 + x
n
1 ∗ 10
+x
f
2
∗ 120 + x
n
2 ∗ 14 + ...
+x1,2 ∗ −1 + ...) ;
(b)
Constraints for WCET calculation
Figure 3 – State-of-the-art WCET calculation on the loop body of core1 in our illustrating
example.
technique we use as base for this extension is presented in Section 5.1 ; Section 5.2 then presents
the extension itself.
5.1 Existing state-of-the-art WCET estimation technique
Static WCET estimation techniques are organized in three phases performing different ana-
lyses [3] : Control-flow analysis, Hardware-level analysis and WCET calculation.
Control-flow analysis This phase extracts information about possible execution paths from
the program source or binary. The output of this phase is a data structure representing a superset
of possible flows, represented by either a control flow graph (CFG) or a syntax tree. For the
scope of this paper, we will represent the program control flow using a CFG, extracted from the
program binary, and annotated with additional flow information such as maximum number of
loop iterations. The CFG of the loop body of function core1 (from our sample application) is
given in Fig. 3.a. In this figure, basic blocks of code are represented with circles, and control flow
between basic blocks with arrows. Loops, annotated with their maximum number of iterations,
are represented as rectangles.
Hardware-level analysis This step, also called low-level analysis, estimates the worst-case
execution times of portions of sequential code, typically basic blocks. The difficulty during this
task is to take into account micro-architectural components of (all) modern processors, such as
caches, pipelines, branch predictors. In the presence of such components, the execution time of
a statement is dependent on the context it is called in.
The hardware-level analysis is often made of several sub-analyses, one for each considered
hardware component (instruction and data caches, pipelines, branch predictors, ...). The overall
Inria
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typical outcome of hardware-level analysis is a maximum execution time per basic block in two
different contexts to cope with cache effects : the first execution of the basic block, denoted tf
and its subsequent executions, denoted tn ; (negative) execution times may also be associated to
edges to account for pipeline effects between basic blocks.
WCET calculation The purpose of this final phase is to determine an estimate for the WCET,
based on the flow and timing information derived in the previous phases. The most wides-
pread calculation method, that will be adopted in this paper, is called implicit-path enumeration
(IPET). In IPET, program flow and basic-block execution time bounds are combined into sets
of arithmetic constraints. Each entity (basic block or program flow edge) in the task is assigned
two values :
– A time coefficient, denoted tentity , which expresses the upper bound of the contribution of
that entity to the total execution time every time it is executed.
– A count variable (xentity), corresponding to the number of times the entity is executed.
An upper bound of the WCET of the program is determined by maximizing the sum of products
of the execution counts and times (
∑
i∈entities xi ∗ ti), where the execution count variables are
subject to constraints reflecting the structure of the task and possible flows. The result of an
IPET calculation is an upper timing bound and a worst-case count for each execution count
variable.
Fig. 3.b illustrates the constraints and formulas generated by an IPET-based bound calcu-
lation method on the loop body of core1, assuming it is the program entry point. The start
constraint states that the code is executed once. The structural constraints reflect the possible
program flows, meaning that each basic block must be entered the same number of times as it is
exited. The loop bounds constrain the number of executions of basic blocks inside loops. Cache
induced constraints express that basic blocks have different execution times, one for their first
execution, another for the next ones. In the WCET expression to be maximized, there are two
execution durations per basic block to model cache effects. For instance, in the formula, tf
2
= 120,
whereas tn2 = 14.
5.2 WCRT computation
Starting from the WCET estimation method sketched above, we build our WCRT estimation
technique for parallel applications. We were able to do so by only modifying the control flow
analysis phase to make it :
– Add new edges between basic blocks to model synchronization/communications between
tasks.
– Incorporate in the CFG the low-level information we need concerning inter-processor com-
munications.
The 3 phases of the modified analyzer run as follows :
1. A new step dubbed Modelling of communications, is attached at the end of Control
flow analysis. Once the classical control flow analysis runs (separately) on the functions/-
tasks that are put in parallel, the new step adds new edges between the control flow graphs
of these functions, the result being a single CFG. One new edge is added for each inter-task
communication.
2. Hardware-level analysis. Application of the hardware-level analysis of the WCET esti-
mation method runs unmodified on each function/task taken in isolation. During this first
step, each task is analyzed as if it was not communicating with the other tasks executed
on the other cores.
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N13
N14
N15
N16
N17
N18
N19
N20
N2
N3 N4
N6
N7 N8
N5
N9
N1
loop[12]
loop[22]
core1_body
st1
st3
st2
N21
N22
main
loop[30]
core2_body
st4
st5
st6
N10
N11
N12
Figure 4 – Original control flow graph for the toy example. Shaded areas represent task portions
between communications (subtasks)
3. WCRT computation. Even though the CFG corresponds to a parallel application, and
has slightly different topological properties, the WCET calculation can be run unmodified.
This is due to the fact that the analysis works by finding the critical path in a direc-
ted acyclic graph (under certain constraints). That the graph represents purely sequential
behaviors, or parallel ones (including the new edges that model communications) is not
important.
The method is illustrated on our toy application of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 depicts the control flow
graphs of the loop bodies of each of the two functions core1 and core2. In the figure, the
shaded areas labeled st1-st6 correspond to sub-tasks, which are by definition parts of the two
functions that are separated by inter-task communication primitives. For instance, node N4 of
the core1_body CFG is the basic block containing the send call on channel1.
After the classical control flow analysis phase runs unmodified on the various sequential func-
tions of the parallel program, the modelling of communications adds new edges in the application
CFG to model communications. This is depicted by bold red arrows in Fig. 5. These new edges
correspond to :
– Message passing between tasks (edges N4→ N11 and N19→ N9).
– Parallel launching of tasks on the different cores (edges to and from nodes N21 and N22
in the application entry point main).
Every new edge is associated a duration to model its execution time (message transmission time
for communications).
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N13
N14
N15
N16
N17
N18
N19
N20
N2
N3 N4
N6
N7 N8
N5
N9
N1
loop[12]
loop[22]
core1_body
core1 core2
N21
N22
st1
st3
st2
loop[30]
core2_body main
st4
st5
st6
N10
N11
N12
Figure 5 – Control flow graph of our small example after adding communication arcs between
sequential tasks.
During the hardware analysis phase, our WCRT analysis method applies instruction and data
cache analysis and pipeline analysis on the two CFGs core1_body and core2_body considered
in isolation. This allows to benefit from the tightness of hardware-level analysis on each sub-
task. For instance, in CFG core1_body, it allows to detect that array tqmf is still in the data
cache after calling primitive send . This would not have been possible if a decoupled approach
was used (WCET estimation of sub-tasks followed by WCRT estimation). If a decoupled method
was used, conservative assumptions would have to be taken such that the analysis of sub-tasks is
safe (assuming the worst-case hardware state, i.e. empty cache at WCET analysis start). Using
an integrated approach, the first step of the analysis is able to capture hardware effects between
sub-tasks (instruction caches, data caches, pipeline) naturally.
Finally, the WCET computation step is applied unmodified. Thanks to the introduction of
the new edges, new constraints are automatically added in the WCET calculation equations (see
new constraints below for the example), and communication delays are automatically taken into
account.
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NoCCPU0
IC DC
DMA
Multi-bank RAM
I/O
Full crossbar
interconnect
interface
Figure 6 – A processing element
// New or modified structural constraints
x4 = x2,4 = x4,5 + x4,10
x10 = x9,10 + x4,10 = x10,11 + x10,12
// New WCET expression
maximize(xf
1
∗ 10 + xn
1
∗ 10 + xf
2
∗ 120 + xn
2
∗ 14 + ...
+x4,10 ∗ 250+ x1,2 ∗ −1 + ...) ;
6 Experimental evaluation
6.1 Experimental setup
6.1.1 Multi-core architecture
Given that our claims mainly concern the precision of the timing analysis, we considered
an evaluation platform allowing us to perform very precise (cycle-accurate) estimations and
measurements of execution time, in both single-processor and multi-processor cases.
We achieved this by using the SocLib library [16] for virtual prototyping of multi-processor
systems-on-chips (MPSoC). The hardware components we use are of cycle-accurate, bit accurate
type, written in SystemC [17]. Synthesizable VHDL models exist for these components, allowing
FPGA prototyping (although in this paper we only used the SystemC compiled simulators).
The precise architecture model we worked on using SocLib is a scaled-down version of that
of [18]. While the original platform scales up to 4096 cores, we have only used single-, double-,
and quad-core configurations for our tests. Our MPSoC is organized as a set of 1, 2, or 4 single-
processor tiles, each one with the architecture of Fig. 6. As mentioned before, to facilitate cache
analysis, each core has separate L1 instruction and data caches, and separate instruction and
data memory. In the experimental setting of this paper all caches implement a Least Recently
Used (LRU) cache replacement policy, and feature 32 sets, 4 ways, and 8 4-byte words per cache
line. All CPU cores are of the same type, using the MIPS32 instruction set.
Processing elements are interconnected in a 2-D mesh using the DSPIN Network-on-Chip
provided by SocLib. The quad-core configuration, for instance, is obtained by connecting 4 tiles
in a 2x2 mesh, as pictured in Fig. 7 (the arrows represent communication lines of the Network-
on-Chip).
The resulting hardware platform follows a distributed shared memory model, where all me-
mory banks are assigned addresses in a global address space, and can be addressed by all CPU
cores. Of course, memory access is of NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) type, meaning that
access time depends on the distance between the CPU and the addressed RAM bank.
Inria
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Figure 7 – The 4-core 2x2 mesh configuration
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Figure 8 – Adaptive differential pulse-code modulation application
In building our tiles, we followed classical techniques for reducing access contentions. Thus,
the local interconnect of each tile is a full crossbar, and each tile provides multiple RAM banks
to allow non-interferent accesses to program text and data by the CPU cores (program and data)
and DMA units. A set of hardware locks allows low-overhead synchronization between the CPU
cores.
6.1.2 WCET estimation tool
The Heptane static WCET estimation tool [19] was used for the experiments. Heptane im-
plements the its Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET) WCET calculation technique.
Regarding hardware-level analysis, Heptane supports instruction caches, data caches and pipe-
line analysis. Heptane’s pipeline analysis module was customized to analyze the pipeline structure
of each core.
Modifying Heptane to calculate WCRTs mainly consisted in adding a new analysis pass to
Heptane, interposed between hardware-level analysis andWCET calculation, for a total volume of
200 lines of C++ code. Inter-task communications are detected by Heptane through annotations
in the source code of the analyzed application, specifying at each communication point the
recipient of the message and the communication latency.
6.1.3 Studied applications
The proposed WCRT estimation method was experimented on two signal processing ap-
plications. The first one is the complete parallel version of the adaptive differential pulse-code
modulation (adpcm) from the Mälardalen WCET benchmark suite [10]. The global dataflow of
the code executed at each iteration of the modulation applications is depicted in Fig. 8, where
boxes represent subtasks and arrows communications/synchronizations between subtasks.
When parallelized for a 2-core architecture, the mapping of subtasks to cores is depicted in
Fig. 9. Only the arrows crossing CPU boundaries are coded as communications ; the sequencing
of QMF, low-band encoder and multiplexer is implemented simply by calling successively the
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Figure 9 – Allocation and scheduling of adpcm on two processors
three codes in the main loop pf CPU0. When parallelized for a 4-core architecture, every subtask
is assigned to a different core, and software pipelining is used to authorize more parallelism from
the application. The communication latency of every inter-core communication was determined
by an analysis of the hardware platform as a formula dependent on the volume of data to be
transferred.
The second application is a simple load balancing example, where two processors are needed
to improve the throughput of a simple image filter. In this bi-processor application, processor
0 successively receives image lines in a buffer. The buffer content must be stored elsewhere to
allow a new line to arrive, and this new line will be sent to processor 1, cyclically.
Application code was compiled using a standard GNU Mips compilation toolchain.
For the scope of this performance evaluation, application code was parallelized manually.
Automatic code parallelization software like [20] or oﬄine real-time scheduling tools like [2] that
generate efficient parallel code could have been used instead.
6.2 Experimental results
Demonstrating the tightness of our WCRT estimation method requires to : (i) demonstrate
that the accuracy of the hardware model used in the base timing analysis tool with respect to
the analyzed architecture ; (ii) compare WCRTs obtained using our integrated approach against
those obtained using a decoupled estimation method ; (iii) compare WCRTs obtained with our
tool with actual execution durations of the parallel code.
Accuracy of hardware model To show the accuracy of the hardware model used in the
analysis, we have compared the number of cycles returned by the SocLib simulation software
with the one returned by the Heptane timing analysis tool. Experiments were conducted on
randomly generated sequential code, starting with known contents of the instruction of data
caches. After a careful, extensive and always fastidious comparison of the analyzer and simulator
cycle counts, both tools returned exactly the same number of cycles for all considered code.
Comparison with baseline WCRT estimation method To evaluate the tightness of
WCRT estimates, we have compared them with a baseline approach that estimates WCETs
and WCRT separately. The baseline method :
– computes WCET of all sub-tasks (sequences of code between communications) separately ;
to be safe, the worst-case hardware state is assumed by the static analyzer at the start of
every subtask ;
– WCRTs are computed in an ad hoc manner according to the synchronization pattern of
each task ; this turned out to be very easy for the considered applications, that have simple
and regular communications, never more complex that the ones illustrated in Figure 1.
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Table 1 – Worst-case response times of the considered applications using our approach (Inte-
grated) and the baseline approach (Isolated). The improvement over the baseline approach is
defined as Isolated−Integrated
Integrated
∗ 100
Name Integrated Isolated Improvement
(cycles) (cycles) (%)
adpcm - 2 cores 73563 101431 36.5%
adpcm - 4 cores 44568 55919 25.5%
filter - 2 cores 110825 112543 1.55%
Table 2 – Worst-case response times of the considered applications using our approach (In-
tegrated) compared with observed response times (Measured). The pessimism is defined as
Integrated−Measured
Measured
∗ 100
Name Integrated Measured Pessimism
(cycles) (cycles, typical input) (%)
adpcm - 2 cores 73563 64944 13.3%
adpcm - 4 cores 44568 41468 7.5%
filter - 2 cores 110825 108296 2.3%
The computed response time bounds are given in Table 1. The estimations produced by our
integrated approach are always tighter than using the isolated method (21% in average on the
three applications). The gain varies depending on the dependencies between subtasks of tasks
running on the same core. When the amount of dependencies is high, like in application adpcm,
that features intensive code and data reuse between subtasks, the gain is significant. When the
amount of dependencies is smaller like in filter (no reuse of data, modest reuse of code between
subtasks), the gain is much smaller.
Comparison with observed response times The pessimism of our WCRT evaluation me-
thod is evaluated by comparing estimated WCRTs with observed ones, estimated using the
SocLib simulation software. Regarding simulation results, due to time constraints, we made no
attempt to identify the worst-case input data and execute the code with typical input data, not
necessarily representative of the worst-case situation. The estimated pessimism is thus an upper
bound of the method pessimism. Results are reported in Table 2.
The numbers show that even without executing the code using its worst-case input data, the
results are encouraging : estimated and measured response times are close to each other (of 7.7%
in average). Further experiments need to be conducted to identify the actual overestimation and
not only an upper bound of the overestimation.
7 Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a method to compute the WCRTs of parallel applications
running on multicore platforms. WCRTs computation is integrated into a WCET estimation me-
thod such that hardware effects across portions of the application are dealt with naturally. We
have demonstrated that our approach produces WCRTs that are tighter than using decoupled
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computations of WCETs and WCRTS (of 21% in average on three signal processing applications).
Preliminary experiments show that the WCRT overapproximation is below 7.7% in average. The
modification of a state-of-the-art WCET estimation tool turned out to be easy to achieve. We be-
lieve that our method can be integrated easily in other WCET estimation tools using the implicit
path enumeration techniques to the extent that the analysis framework is sufficiently modular
(hardware-level analysis and WCET computation are clearly separated, and new analysis passes
can be inserted in between).
In this paper, assumptions have been made regarding the software structure in order to
demonstrate the validity of our approach on simple but yet realistic setting. In our future work,
our first objective will be to relax as much as possible these assumptions to broaden the scope
of application of the approach. Another area for future research will be to use obtained WCRTs
to refine task placement and scheduling.
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